ID & EGO by Lauren Alston

Hydrocephalus: also known as “water on the brain.”
How do you cure “water on the brain?”
A tap on the head?

TVHEAD: A LOVE STORY by Douglas Johnson and Lance Mudryk

Hello, who is that?

PEOPLE WATCHING by Faye Campbell

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
NEEDLESS READING
I’M BUSY STAYING UP

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEETLES?
YES, WE BROUGHT MATCHES, IT WAS JUST ROMANTIC SOMETHING...

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, SLEEPING WITH HIS LADY?
I’M A WORKING WOMAN!

SEXY GEEK by Ross Lockwood

IN YOUR DORMEROOM WITH YOUR LADY, NOR A LADYBOY, MYSTERY!

THE RESTLESS WICKED by Marie Gojmerac

NOOOOO!

CARICATURED CURATIVE CALAMITY by Gateway Staff

Meetings every Wednesday at 5:30pm in Sub 3–04